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Abstract
We define an abstract model of PCI, called PCI^, and show that PCI is a refinement 
of PCI.4 based on trace inclusion. We then show that no traces of PCI^ violate the 
Producer/Consumer property using the muriji explicit state ennumcration model checker. 
Given that PCI/i does not violate the Producer/Consumer property, we conclude that PCI 
does not violate the property either. This work is the first complete formal arguement that 
PCI satisfies the Producer/Consumer property.
1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
We first define a representation of PCI internal states then show how to map an internal 
PCI state into an observable external state using a function called a. Both the internal and 
external states of PCI^ are taken from the external state space. Next, we give a proof sketch 
for PCI C PCIyi- The complete pencil and paper proof can be found in [JHM99]. Finaly, we 
use an exhaustive state space search technique to verify that no traces of PCI/i violate the 
producer/consumer property. We compare this approach to verifying transaction ordering 
for PCI with other approaches we have taken.
2  I n t e r n a l  a n d  E x t e r n a l  S t a t e s
Informaly, a PCI network is a collection of busses, bridges and agents arranged in an acyclic 
network in which there is a path between any two agents. Agents contain incoming and 
outgoing queues for recieving or sending transactions on the network. Bridges sit between 
two busses and contain two queues with one queue for recieving or sending transactions 
from either bus. Transactions are initiated by a master agent and addressed to a destination 
agent. Routing is handled by a static routing table.
A PCI network supports two types of transactions: posted and delayed. Posted trans­
actions are unacknowledged transactions that can never be deleted nor passed by other
transactions. Delayed transactions arc acknowledged transactions that can bo deleted in 
certain situations and can always be passed by other delayed or posted transactions. De­
layed transactions leave a trail of copics of themselves in every bridge they pass through. 
The reponse to a delayed transactions is called its completion. Completions travel back 
from target to source following the trail of delayed transaction copies. Completions can be 
deleted in certain situations and can be passed--except for a completion for a write * * *  
or is it read? transaction. A posted transaction is considered complete when issued while 
a delayed transaction is considered complete after is completion has returned.
The transaction reordering and deletion rules are intended to prevent deadlock while 
preserving the producer/consumer (producer j  consumer) property. The producer/consumer 
property states that if an agent (the producer) issues a write to a data address followed 
by a write to a flag address and then another agent (the consumer) reads the flag address 
then reads the data address then the data returned by the consumer agent data read will 
be the new value written by the producer.
2 . 1  A  F o r m a l  M o d e l  o f  P C I  a n d  p r o d u c e r / c o n s u m e r
We now build a formal model of PCI networks which we will use to formally define 
producer/consumer an abstract model of PCI networks and a refinement map between 
them. We begin with transactions. The j-th transaction in queue i, U j , is a four tuple
t,j =  type(source, target, connnittted)
where type is one of P, D  or C, source is the issuing source queue, target is the destination 
queue and committed is a boolean indicating whether a D  type transaction is committed 
or not. In the case of completions, the source queue is the source of the matching delayed 
transaction and the target is the target of the matching delayed transaction. We also 
adopt the notation that for a delayed transaction t, tf is the uncommitted form of t (that 
is, t — D ( s , t , f )  for some source s and target I) and ti is the committed form.
A queue is simply a finite list of transactions.
Qi — (^il i i^2 • ■ ■
A bridge or agent contains two queues. For bridges, these are queues which source the 
bus on either side of the briddge. For agents, these are the source and destination queues. 
A bridge or agent numbered i contains queues qt and q\. The opposite queue for qx is q\. 
Through the remainder of this paper, queue and bridge will be used intcrchangably unless 
otherwise noted.
A path is a finite list of queues specified by the queues at each end of the path. For 
example, the path
Pjk  — {Qj i Qk)
contains all queues between qj and q/c.
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Figure 1: State of an example PCI network
For example, the state of the network shown in figure 1 has the following represention:
N= (fli = (D<1,8,/),D(l,5,0Wi = 0 ,
92 =  (P(213),C'(5,2)),^ = (),
93 =  (P (3 ,9 ,/),P (3 ,7 ,* ));</3 =  (),
<74 =  (D(31710 ,P (2 ,8 ) ,^  =  (0(5, 2,2), P (7 ,2),
95 = () ,g/5 = (£)(5,210 ,P (5 ,7)),
96 =  (£>(3,7,0,P(1,9)),9'6 =  (£>(8,3,/)),
97 =  0) 97 ~  (^(7, 9), D (7,8, /) ) ,
98 =  (),98 = (P(8,5),P(8,3,£)),
99 =  ( P ( 3 , 9 , / ) ) ,  <79 =  ())
and the path from queues 2 to 7 contains queues 2,4,6 and 7. We adopt the convention 
that the contents of a queue are listed left to right with the head of a queue at the right.
In the figure, the agents labeled P, C, D and F will he the producer, consumer, data and 
flag agents and are used next in the explanation of the producer consumer property.
The producer/consumer property first requires identifying four agents: the producer, 
consumer, data and flag agents, abbreviated Pr, Co, Da and FI respectively. The producer/consumer 
requires that, if:
1. Producer issues a write to data followed by a write to flag, and
2. Consumer issues a read to flag followed by a read to data, and
3. The data write completes at the Producer before the flag write is committed at the 
Producer, and
4- The Flag read completes at the Consumer before the Data read is committed at the 
Consumer, and
5. The Producer’s write to Flag completes at the flag before the Consumer’s read to 
Flag, and
6. No other agents write to the Data or Flag addresses betwen the time the Producer 
writes the data or flag and the time the Consumer reads the data or flag.
then the value written to Data by the Producer is returned by the Consumer’s read to 
Data.
An instance, /, of the producer/consumer property is four agents and four transactions 
associated with an instantiation of the producer/consumer definiton in a PCI network. 
The agents in I  are the producer, consumer, data and flag agents. The transactions in 
I  are the data and flag read and write transactions. Since posted transactions are not 
acknowledged and do not return data, the data and flag writes can be either posted or 
delayed transactions while the data and flag reads must be delayed transactions. The 
significant transactions associated with an instance of the producer/consumer property 
are denoted as follows:
dw = P ( P r ,D a )
fiu =  P ( P r ,F l )
f r =  D ( C o , F l J )
frc =  D ( C o , F l , t)
c fr =  C{Co, FI )
dr =  D ( C o , D a J )
drc — D(Co, D a , t)
cdr =  C(Co, Da)
In the remainder of this paper we consider only posted data and flag writes. The completion 
and commitment order imposed by precondition three trivialy satisfies the producer/consumer 
property if the data write is a delayed transactions. If the data write is a delayed trans­
action, then the data write is not complete at the producer until the cdr returns to the 
producer. In this case, the flag read is not allowed to commit at the producer until the after 
the data write completes at the producer. This means that the data write must complete 
at the data agent and return before the flag write is committed. Since the flag write must 
complete at the flag agent before the Hag write (see precondition five), and the data read 
must not commit at the consumer until after the flag read completes at the consumer (see 
precondition four), the data read does not leave the consumer agent until after tbe data 
read has already completed at the data address.
We also ignore the case in which the flag write is a delayed transaction and the data 
write is a posted transaction. We ignore this case because it is subsumed by the case in 
which both are posted transactions. If the data write is a posted transaction, then the flag 
write may be committed by the producer as soon as the data write leaves the producer 
agent. This allows both the flag and data writes to travel through the network at the 
same time. However, if the data write is a posted transaction then the flag write can not 
pass the data write regardless of the type of the flag write. Ignoring the case in which the 
flag write is a delayed transaction does miss some reorderings between the flag read and 
write transactions. If the flag write is a delayed transaction, then the flag read and write 
can pass eachother. If the flag write is a posted transaction, the flag write may pass the
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flag read but the flag read may never pass the flag write. We disregard these reorderings 
because precondition five requires that the flag write completes at the flag agent first in 
either case—regardless of any intermediate reorderings.
Finaly, the state of a PCI network will be augmented with two additional sets: a 
set of issued significant transactions S, and a set of completed transactions CT.  Set S 
contains only the significant transactions that have already been issued for an instance of 
producer/consumer. The set C T  contains pairs of transactions and agents, (tf, a), indicating 
that transaction t has completed at agent a.
2 . 2  F o r m a l  D e f i n i t i o n  o f  a n  A b s t r a c t  P C I
Our PCI abstraction, PCI a , ' s parameterized by an instance, /, of the producer/consumer 
property as defined previously. A PCI i^ network state contains a set of significant paths, 
M j which in turn contain signficant transactions. The significant paths axe defined to be 
the paths connecting the Pr. Co, Da and Fl agents. All other paths in the network are 
considered insignificant paths and are discarded by the abstraction map. The significant 
paths are divided so that the common path (if any) between Pr,Co and Da or Fl is a 
separate path. We have previously shown using our PVS model of PCI that the network 
in any instance of producer/consumer can be reduced to one of three sets of paths.
A path in PCI,! contains two finite lists of transactions—one in each direction. PCI 
queue boundaries are ignored in PCI^ paths. Only transactions from the set of signif­
icant transactions defined previously appear in PCI/i paths. All other transactions are 
abstracted away by our abstraction map. The statement of producer/consumer for PCI,t 
is the same as for PCI. We next define the abstraction mapping, a /, for finding the abstract 
network state for a given concrete network state in an instance of the producer/consumer 
property. After defining the abstraction mapping, we apply aj  to the network state from 
Figure 1.
The abstraction function » /, depends 011 the transaction abstraction function r and 
the path abstraction function 1/>.
t if/, 6 T and, either newest-d(£,M) or t — or t — D ( . , / )
e otherwise
Fuction t (1, M )  discards all transactions except the the significant transactions. Among 
significant transactions, all posted, uncommitted delayed transactions and completions are 
kept. Only the newest copy of a committed significant transaction in a given path is kept. 
Abstracting all but the newest committed transaction allows paths containing different 
numbers of queues to have the same abstract representation, but makes the refinement 
proof that follows more complicated. Keeping all copies of a committed transaction in 
a path would encode the number of bridges in a path as a delayed transaction leaves 
committed copies in every bridge.
The path abstraction function, ip, abstracts insignificant brigdes on other paths and re­
moves queue boundaries on significant paths. Function ip also applied r to the transactions 
on significant paths.
M with insert (<7„, rn, r) if qn Gpath m  for some m G M  
£ otherwise
Figure 2: Abstracting an instance of the producer/consumer property in a PCI network
If queue qn lies on some path m that is in the significant path set, M , then ip inserts the 
significant transactions from qn (as determined by r) into path m  in the abstract state. 
The fuction insert places the significant transactions from the queues in path m in order 
to form a list of significant transactions contained in all the queues in m.
We now define the network abstraction a; in terms of ip, r and M q. The network 
state M q is the initial abstract network consisting of paths containing no transactions. 
The network abstraction maps concrete networks; which are sets of queues, into abstract 
networks, wliich are sets of patlis.
Mo, N )  =  tp(q1,T,rp(q2,T,...ip(qn,T ,M 0)))
An abstract network state also includes an abstract issued significant transactions set Sa 
and an abstract completed transactions set CTa . Sa is a copy of the issued transactions,
5, from the concrete state. Set CTa is created by maping r over C T  to keep only the 
significant completed transactions.
We use the network in figure 1 to provide an example of the abstraction function 
applied to an instance of the producer/consumer property to a concrete network state. 
The concrete network is redrawn in figure 2 to highlight the abstract paths. Recall that 
the abstraction function depends on the location of the producer, consumer, data and flag 
agents. For the sake of illustration, we choose qi as the producer, as the consumer, q$ 
as the data and qt as the flag. Having identified Pr,Co, Da  and FI,  we identify the set 
of significant transactions: dr — D(3,9,f), dw — D(l,9,f), f rc  — D(3,7,t) and so forth as
defined previously. The set of significant paths, M, contains the bridges connecting each 
of the producer, consumer, data and flag agents. Since the paths overlap in the middle two 
bridges, the middle path is split into a seperate path and there are a total of five, paths 
in this example. Each of the significant paths are circled and numbered in figure 2. The 
abstractin function applies to each of the. bridges and agents in the network to obtain 
the abstract network.
a/W'M.TA'MV.Mo) = . . il>M (qg, tm , M0))))
We expand the applications of as follows.
1. Expand the application of to q$.
= Ml with insert (qo, 5, tm )
since q$ is a member of path 5 as indicated in figure 2. The application of insert to 
qg results in the following
insert(q9, 5, t m ) = t m(P(3, 9, /) ,  M )
bccause path 5 contains no entries at this poinL. Because transaction P (3 ,9 ,/)  is 
not a significant transaction, t^ (P (3 ,9 ,/))  is e and no new significant transactions 
are added to path 5. Finaly, tm, Mo) evaluates to Mo because all of the
transactions in q§ are insignificant.
2. The abstract network returned by 5/>^(gg, t v ,  Mo) is passed as the abstract network 
to ipMiq&iTM, ^MiqsiTM, M q)) which again evaluates to Mo bccausc q% is not on a 
significant path.
3. t m -. ipM (q») TA-/1 M q)) also evaluates to M0. Although q-j is a member of path 4, 
none of the transactions in qj are significant transactions. Next, ipM(qs, t m , TM , M  
adds two significant transactions to path 2. This is because <}6 is on path 2 and two 
the transactions in qa are significant transactions: P(1,9) is the posted write from the 
producer to data and D(3,7>t) is a committed delayed transaction from the consumer
to data. We now have:
V'A'/(9g,'TW,V,A'/(i77,Tv/, M a)) =  1 :,1' :,2 : frc,dw,  2' :>3:,3' :,4 :,4' :,5 :,5' :
which we will abbreviate M \ .
4. Mj) returns My unchanged. Although q\ is on path 2, and the transac­
tion D { 3,7, t) in (75 is a significant transaction, it is not the newest committed delayed 
transaction from agent 3 to agent 7 in path 2. The newest committed delayed trans­
action from agent 3 to agent 7 in path 2 is contained in q$ and has already been 
added to the abstract network.
5- V’A/fei TMi Mi) adds two significant transactions to path 3 in abstract network M \ .  
Queue q-$ is on path 3 and two of the transactions are significant transactions. The 
significant transaction D ( 3,7, t) is kept bccause it is the newest committed copy 
of £>(3,7, t) on path 3, even though younger copies exist in path 2. The significant
transaction D ( 3, 9, / )  is kept because all uncommited delayed transactions are carried 
over into the abstract network. After evaluating ipM(<?3i TM, M \ )  we have to following 
abstract network, which we abbreviate M 2:
M 2 — 1 r, I7 : 2 : /rc, fu>,dw 2'  : 3 : dr, frc'S1 : 4 :,47 : 5 : /r , 57 :
6. V-’Aff is applied to <72 and <71—neither of which add any transactions to M2.
After expanding the application of ajw, we we have that the abstraction of network N 
from figure 1 is:
TMi N,  ^ 0) — 1 l 7 : 2 : frc,  fw ,  dw 21 : 3 : dr, f rc 3 '  : 4 47 : 5 : /r , 5; :
3  S t a t e  T r a n s i t i o n  R u l e s
Having defined the external and internal states of PCI and PCP1 as well as an abstraction 
function which maps internal states to external states, we now turn our attention to defining 
the transition rules for concrete and abstract states. The abstraction function was carefully 
defined to create a structural and data abstraction that reduces arbitrary concrete instances 
of the producer/consumer in PCI networks to one of three abstract networks. Moreover, 
each abstract network contains a small number of transactions thus reducing the number 
of states in each abstract network.
However, the data and structural abstraction has complicated the problem of defining 
a set of abstract transitions such that every transition in the concrete network is modeled 
by some transition in the abstract network. In this section, we first give a set of rules that 
define the pre and post conditions for concrete PCI networks. Next we give the rules for 
abstract networks. The rules for concretc PCI networks will be labeled with numbers while 
the rules for abstract PCIyi networks will be labeled with letters. In section 4 we show 
that every transition in a concrete network has a corresponding transition in an abstract 
network.
3 . 1  S t a t e  T r a n s i t i o n s  f o r  P C I
The state transition rules for the internal state of PCI are the same as in [MHJGOO]. The 
state transition rules,<5/ for the internal states are the same as in [MHJGOO].
The transition rules for PCI are given in a rule-based notation. In each rule, the 
preconditions appear on the top and the postconditions appear on the bottom. Each 
preconditions uses at most the contents of two bridges which each postcondition updates at 
most the contents of two bridges. The rules presented here are based on a P VS model of PCI 
used in [MHJGOO] which was in turn adopted from the original PCI specification [PCI95] 
and Corella’s PCI model [CSZ97],
Before defining the rules, we define a set of auxilary functions:
• address(m) =  n returns the address for a given agent.
• next(<7, t) — q' returns the next queue for transaction t in queue q. The next function 
uses the static routing table to determine the next bridge for a transaction in queue 
<?•
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• °PP(9) — (1 returns the opposite queue of queue q. The opposite queue is the queue in 
the same bridge but which flows in the opposite directions. Note that for all queues, 
opp(opp(4)) -  q.
• append(g, t) — (t, qn . . .  qo) creates a new queue by appending transaction t on the 
end of queue q.
The first two rules create new non-significant posted or delayed transactions in a master 
agent m.
Rule 1 ('d-beein') 72 ( N n ) A (m ^ Co) A (t ^ Da)  A (/. ^  FI)
'R.(Nn[m append(m, D(add?-ess{rn), address(t) , /))])
Rulp 2 Cn-hppin^ 72 ( N n ) A (rn ^  Pr)  A (t ^  Da) A (t ^ FI)
' 7Z(Nn[m append(m, P(address(m)i address(t) , /))})
The preconditions check that the new transaction is not a significant transaction. The 
postcondition appends the new transaction to rear of the outgoing queue in m. Even the 
the abstraction discards insignificant transactions, in significant transactions are allowed 
for the sake of completeness with respect to the PCI definition. The next rules create new 
significant transactions.
Tl ( N n ) A s SA 
(s =  D(Co. F I )  V ( s =  D(C o , Da)  A D (C o , FI,  f )  € S)) 
u e (sig egin) 72(A/n[C' •(— append(C, 6-), S <— append(S, s)])
The first of these rules issues a new significant delayed transaction. A delayed read to the 
flag can be issued if it does not already appear in the set of issued significant transactions
S. A delayed read to the data can be issued only if it does not already appear and the 
delayed flag read has already been issued. The extra condition on the issuance of a delayed 
data read ensures that precondition two of the producer/consumer definition is met. Rule 
sig-d-begin does not create flag or data write transactions because we have assumed that 
only the flag and data read can be delayed transactions. Flag and data writes are created 
by the next rule.
7£ ( N n ) A s £  SA 
(s =  P(P, D)  V (s =  P(P,  F )  A P(P, D)  € S))
U 6 e6m ) n { N n[C <— append(C, -s), S append(S, s)])
Once again the extra precondition on the creation of a posted flag write is intended to 
ensure that precodition one of the producer/consumer definition is met.
The next two rules reorder or delete PCI transactions in a queue. The reordering rules 
depend only on adjacent transactions so we consider only pairs of transactions in the pre 
and post condition.
i cr / \ 72 ( N n ) A , t-i) £ m Rule 5 (swap) A. \—  ' i , }  1 —ttttt  
TZ{Nn[m <r~ {*2,M]])
Where t\ and ^ are one of the following pairs of transactions: like build a table of £[ and 
2^ as in the specificaiton, but repl all yes/no with yes and claim non-det to say that this is 
the most general model and other yes/no choices are executed.
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The deletion rule for completions is slightly modified from those given in the PCI 
specification.
Rule 6 (r-discard) T l ( N n )  A t  e g A t  E (D (a ,b , f ) ,C (a .  b> /) )Tl(Nn[q <- q{x <- e\\)
The specification allows a completion to be dropped only when it has been in the same 
bridge for more than 2l0 clock cycles. We relax that restriction to allow a completion to 
be dropped at any time.
The next set of rules cover the movement of delayed transactions through bridges and 
agents. The first two rules model the first attempt of a transaction on a bus. After a 
delayted transaction is attempted on the bus it becomes committed whether or not it 
is actualy latched in the next bridge or agent. For example, the transaction D(3,8,f) in 
the bottom queue of bridge six can be attempted on the bus between bridges six and four. 
Bridge four may or may not accept D(3,8,f), in either case, D(3,8,f) is marked as committed 
indicating that is has been attempted on the bus. The first rule models the case in which 
the transaction is not accepted by the next bridge or agent.
Rule 7 (d-commit) fc ( N n ) A q =  {t x . . .  tn , D( a ,  b, / ) )  
f c ^ n t e  <- {^ L ■ ■ . t n , D( a , b , t ) ) ] )
The precondition checks that uncommitted form of a delayed transaction, D (a ,/;,/), is at 
the front of the queue. The post condition replaces the uncommitted delayed transaction 
with a committed delayed transaction, D(a ,b i t). Now that the transaction is committed, 
it can not be deleted. The next rule models the case in which the transaction is attempted 
and accepted by the next bridge.
Rule 8 (d-commit2) fcq ( M n ) A q -  {t-1 ...  tn, D (a , b, /) )
fc( Nn [ q q[D(a,b,f )  f- 
next (q,D(a,b,f))
D{a,b,t ) ]y 
append(next(q, D (a > b, / ) ) ,  D(a, b, /))])
------------------- The precondition is the same, but the postcondition places a new uncom­
mitted copy of the transction in the queue in the next bridge. The queue that attempted 
the transaction, <7, keeps its copy of the committed transaction for matching with the 
completion later.
The next rule models the latching of an already committed transaction to the bridge. 
After a transaction has been committed, the local bridge will reattempt the transaction on 
the bus whenever the next bridge or agent does not contain a copy of the transaction in 
outgoing queue of the next bridge or a matching completion in the incoming queue of the 
next bridge. For example, the transaction D(3,7,t) in bridge six of figure 1 could latch to 
agent seven because D(3,7,t), D(3,7,f) nor C(3,7,t) appear in agent seven but D(3,7,t) in 
bridge three can not latch to bridge seven because D(3,7,t) aleary appears in bridge seven.
% (  N n ) A q =  (fi .. .  tn,D(a,b,t ) )A  
Z)(a, b, t) ^ next(q, D (n , b, t))A 
D(a.  b, / )  0 next(q, D(a,  6, t))A 
C{a, b, f )  $  opp(next(q, D(a,  b, <)))A 
. . C(a,b)f ) $  oppq
u e ( ate ) 'ft,n[fofn[7lcxt(q, D(a, b, t)) <- append(nexl(q, D(a,  b, J), D(a,  b, /)))])
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The preconditions check that the transaction nor its completion are found in the next 
bridge. The postcondition places a new uncommitted copy of the transaction in the next 
bridge.
Eventualy the transaction reaches its target. When a delayed transaction reachcs its 
target, the target agent creates a completion transaction and deletes delayed transaction.
In figure 1. the delayed transaction from agent five to agent two has just ended at agent 
two. Note the completion, C(5,2), in the outgoing queue of agent two and the trail of 
delayed transactions, D(5,2,t), leading back to agent 5.
Rule 10 (d-end) ^  ( Wn ) A <7 = Ui ■ ■ ■ *n, -Pfo A  *)) A addressq = fe A G(a, ft, / )  g opp(q) 
T l ( N n [ opp(q) <- append(opp(q), C(a, ft, /)) ,
C  <— append(Ct (_D(a,ft, i),q)), 
q <- q[D(ayb,t) f -  e]])
The precondition checks that the transaction has indeed reached the target agent by com­
paring the address of the agent with the destination address of _D(a,ft,£). If the address 
matches and the completion has not already been issued, then the postcondition appends 
the completion on the outgoing queue, adds D(ct,b,t) to the set of completed transactions 
C  and deletes its copy of D(a,b,t) .  Note that we have relaxed the use of local master 
IDs by using the ID of the issuing agent rather than the ID of the local bridge in the 
completion.
The completion then moves from bridge to bridge following the trail of committed 
delayed transactions back to the originating master.
Rule 11 fd-comp') 11 ( Nn ) A (i  =  . . .  tn> D ( a yb,t)) A  C ( a ,b J )  G opp{next(q, D(a,b. £)))
H  ( N n [ opp{next(q, D(a,b,t ) ) )  <— opp(next(q, D(a ,b ,t ) ) ) [C(a)b, f )  f - f j ,  
q <— q[D(a , fe, t) <— e], 
opp(q) <- appcnd(oppq,C(a, fe, /))])
The precondition checks that the matching completion appears in the opposite queue of 
the next bridge. The postcondition copies the completion into the opposite queue of the 
bridge, deletes the committed delayted transaction and deletes the completion from the 
opposite queue of the next bridge. If the queue containing D(a ,bt t) is the issuing master 
agent, then the rule leaves a copy of the completion in the incoming queue of the agent 
but deletes the transction from the outgoing queue. We use the list of completions in the 
incoming queue for an agent as auxilary state to record the order in which transactions 
were completed at a master agent.
The rule presented here differs from the original PCI specification in that completions 
cary the addresses of the delayed transaction they are completing. This is done to pre­
vent completion stealing [Cor96] which can be exploited to violate the producer/consumer 
property as explained in section 2.1. We also differ slightly from the rules presented in [?] 
in that completions carry the master ID of the orginating master rather than the ID of 
the next local bus. For example, in figure 1, the completion in agent two should contain 
local master ID four, C(2,4.t), rather than five, C(2,5,t). We use originating master IDs 











The next two rules governs the movement of posted transactions. The movement 
of posted transactions is much simpler because posted transactions simply move from 
bridge to bridge until reaching their destination. Posted transactions do not leave trails 
of committed copies as delayed transactions do. The first rule governs the movement of a 
posted transaction.
Rule 12 (p-com plete) ---------^- ( Nn)  A (q =  . . .  tn> P(a, b, /)))----------------------
F 1 H ( N n { q * - q [ P { a , b J )  < -e],
ncxt(q, P{a, b, / ) )  <— appendinext^q, P(a, b, /)),  P{a, b, /))])
The precondition checks that a posted transaction appears at the head of the queue and 
the precondition moves the transaction from the queue to the next. The final posted 
transaction rule completes a posted transaction that has rcached the head of its target 
queue.
Rule 13 (n-end) ft  ( N, . ) A (g =  . . .  tn, P (a , addrcss(g), /)))
Tl ( N n ( q <— {ii .. .  t.n),
C <— append(C, (P{a, address(q), f ) .q)) ])
The precondition checks that a posted transaction has reached the head of the queue to 
which it was addressed. The postcondition removes the transaction from q and appends it 
to C.
A PCI producer/consumer trace, denoted <7 , is finite set of external and internal state 
pairs, tm, M0), N't), begining with the initial state, N 0, related by transitions
from Si- We say that the the ith state in a trace, (a j (N i) ,  Ar,-), is equal to i applications 
of rules from 8j. We write the application of rule number J  to transaction t in queue q of 
state Ni as 5j(qt t ,N i )  so that Ni+ i =  6 j(q , t ,N i )  for any q, t or rule J, and we have
(j = («/0/>Jvf!rw ,A^o,Mo), N 0), N lt M 0), N }), . . .  N n) M0), N n)
A PCI producer/consumer trace includes four pre-identified producer/consumer agents 
which act as the producer, consumer, data and flag agents during the execution and a set 
of pre-identified read and write transactions that indicate the flag read and write and data 
read and write transactions. The pre-identified agents are used to create the significant 
path set M  which is used by the abstraction function.
A PCI producer/consumer trace ends when the consumer data read completes at the 
data agent. This might be a good place to make the arguement for completion. If we 
assume that each of the significant transactions always eventualy get to the front of a 
bridge, then wc can assume that the trace will eventualy terminate using the liveness 
results of [CSZ97],
3 . 2  S t a t e  T r a n s i t i o n s  f o r  P C I ^
The state transition rules, Sa) for PCI t^ inductively define the set of reachable PCI.4 states 
characterized by a reachability predicate TZ,a. A state M n is reachable by the application 
of rules starting from M0 if and only if 7ta {M n). The general form of each rule is:
n a {Mn) A P ( M n) 
lZa( M n[substitution list])
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Where P { M n) is a predicate on M n that defines the preconditions for the rule and the new- 
reachable state is created by sequentialy performing the substitions in the substition list. 
In the rules that follow we abreviate p-Mn (or, path p in configuration M n) with p. We 
use similar abbreviations for transactions.
The state transtion rules use several auxiliary functions defined below:
• next(p, t) =  p' denotes the next path for transaction t in path p.
• prev(p, t) p' denotes the previous path for a transaction t in path p.
• opp(p) — p' denotes the opposite path of path p. The opposite path is the path of 
queues in the opposite direction. Note that for all paths, opp(opp(p)) = p.
• compl(i) = t' denotes the completion, t \  for transaction I. For example, compl(/wc) =  
cfw.
• interleave(p, t) — p' denotes the path, p', created by moving transaction t to a non- 
deterministicaly chosen location in the prefix of t in p. For example, interleave({a, b, c, t 
is equal to {£, a, b, c, d), {a, t , b, c, d), {a, b, t, c, d) or {a, 6, c, t, d) but not {a, 6, c, d, t).
Given the auxiliary functions, Sa is defined inductively by the following set of rules. The 
rules were created after the structural and data abstractions were defined. The rules were 
designed so that the concrete PCI model would be a refinement of this abstract model. 
Specificaly, we ensure that the abstraction of a concrete state that satisfies the precondition 
to some concrete rule also satisfies the precondition of at least one abstract rule such that 
the abstraction of the concrete postcondition is equal to the abstract postcondition. The 
preconditions of each rule refer to at most two paths in the abstract network and change 
at most three paths at a time in the network. At any given time, one rule may apply to 
several paths in the same state.
The first two rules model transaction deletion and reordering in the abstract network.
Rulr \  (r  di-carrn ^ ( ^ # )  A i  6 p A i  6 {(fr, Jr., cdr ,cfr}
R u l e  A  ( r - d i s c a r d )  TZn ( M n \p  <- p [.x V  e}})
■d i td / \ TZQ { M n ) A {a<b} €  p  
R u l e  B  (S W ap) fea ( M n [p <- p [ { c , ii))~i -  (b ,a))))
Where (a, b) is selected from one of the following pairs:
dw, f w  can pass dr, f r ,  drc, /  rc, cdr, cf r
dr, f  r, drc, f  rc, cdr, c f r  can pass dr, /  r, drc, f  rc, cdr, cfr
The preconditions to either rule depend on the presence of one or two transactions in a 
path. The postconditions either discard or reorder the transactions to mirror the effects 
of reordering or deleting significant transactions in PCI.
The next set of rules model the behavior of significant delayed transactions in PCI^. 
First, the d-begin rule provides a mechanism for adding D transactions to the abstract 
network.
Rnlf. P fH-hPcrir  ^ K n ( M n ) A s  $  Sa A { p  =  Co) A (s =  f r  V ( s  — dr A f r  £ Sa ))
TZ0( M n\p <— append(p, sj),  Sa <— appejid(Sa) s/)])
We check if a transaction has been issued by checking the set of issued transactions, S a . 
We also check th a t the flag read has been issued before the d a ta  read can be issued. If the 
transaction  has not been issued, then it is issued by appending an uncom m itted copy of s 
to p. T hrough the rem ainder of th is paper, significant transactions will be denoted s, w ith 
uncom m itted  copies denoted Sf (such as fr or dr) and com m itted copies denoted s* (such 
as frc or drc).
T he next three rules model a ttem pting  to latch a  delayed transaction to the next queue. 
T he first rule models the case where s is attem pted , b u t not latched to the  next queue.
t> 1 / J  *  1 d- \  ( M n  ) A  S j  E p  R u le  D  (d -c o m m it)  , , i— -— r 1—— 1--------- — rnr
v 1 n a(M u\p « -  < -  e 5i ] j )
T he only precondition is th a t s j  appears in p. The postcondition deletes all previous copies 
of St by replacing them  with e and replaces s j  w ith s (. The next two rules commit and 
latch a  transaction to  the next queue. There are two cases to consider. In the first case, 
the next queue is on the same path .
R u le  E  (d -c o m m it2 )  ^  f  ^ ) ^ S/ ^ P  -------
V J K a { M n \p <- p[s t <- e, sf  <- {*,*/>]])
T he only precondition is th a t s j  is present in  p. T he postcondition replaces St w ith  e but 
s j  is replaced by S f , S t  to model the new copy of S f  in  the next queue. T he final d-commit 
rule models the case where s j  is bo th  com m itted and latched to the next queue and the 
next queue lies on the next pa th .
R u le  F  (d -c o m m it3 )  ^  ( M n ) A p  =  , t n , s f )------------
\  M n  [ P  <—  p \ S i  <—  £, S f  <—  S/,].
next ipts)  <— append(next(j>, s), sf)])
T he precondition checks th a t ,sj  lies a t the head of p. T he postcondition is the same as 
d-commit2, except th a t Sf is replaced by only ,st and the new copy of s j  is appened to 
next(p, s).
The next two rules latch a previously com m itted transaction  to the next queue. The 
next queue may lie on either the same abstract pa th  or the next abstract pa th . Note tha t 
all s ta tes  th a t satisfy d-latch-path  precondition also satisfy d-latch precondition. This is 
because a  pa th  may or may not have more queues in front of the queue containing t t , and 
since we ignore queue boundaries, we m ust allow either possibility. The first rule models 
the case where the next queue lies on the same path .
( M n ) A s t € p A s $  next(p)
Acompl(s)  £  opp(p)
R u le  G  (d - la tc h )  / , T T ' W  fl o p p ^ m  
v '  H Q( M n\j) <- p[s t <- { s t>s f )\\)
T he preconditions check th a t the transaction has not already latched into the next path  
and th a t there is not a pending com pletion in the opposite or opposite next pa th . The 
postcondition replaces s t w ith  .st . S f  to model the  placement of s j  in the  next queue. The 
second rule models the case where the next queue lies in the next path .
7la ( M n ) A p =  { t o . . .  t n , s t ) A s  g  next(p,  s)
Acompl js)  opp(p)
r> XT i a  u *  u _______  A m m p l j s )  #  opp j nex t j p ,  s))_________
U '  C ?  TZa (M n [next(p~s) <— appendjnext jp,s) ,  sj )} )
T he preconditions check that s t has reached the head of the path  and th a t neither s nor 
i t ’s completion can be found in p, next(p, s) or their opposite paths. The postcondition 
simply appends s j  to the next path.
T he next three rules model three ways to  end a delayed transaction in the abstract 
s ta te  space. The preconditions to each rule are the same. The preconditions check tha t 
the transaction has reached the head of the final pa th  and that the completion has not 
already been created in the opposite path . Each of the postconditions append to the set 
of completed transactions, C a . Once again, inform ation lost in the structu ra l abstraction 
requires defining several rules. Three rules are needed because deleting the final trans­
action results in a new sta te  in which the next-newest s t transaction appears somewhere 
in cither the final p a th  or the previous path. T he first rule models the  case in which pa th  
p  contains more than  one queue and St is not the only transaction in the queue. In this 
case, the next-newest copy of sj can appear between any two transactions in p.
R u le  I (d -e n d )  ) A (p =  ( t0l . . .  J tl , s t )) A j c o mp l j s ) oppjp) )  A j.s =  ( D , . , p , t ) )
{ M n [ opp(p) <— appendjoppjp) , compl{s) )y 
. C a <- appendjCn , j s t ,p)),
p <— interleavejp, s t)})
T he final clause in the postcondition is a disjunction of possibilities th a t allows the next- 
newest copy of st  to appear between any two transactions in p. The actual next sta te  
created by an application of rule d-end is a non-determ inistic choice of any of the possibil­
ities generated by this rule. The second rule models the cases in which the st is the only 
transaction in the final queue on p a th  p and the next-newest transaction is a t the head 
of the previous queue—also contained in path  p. In this case, the next-newest copy of st 
rem ains a t the head of pa th  p.
R  „!*, T T l g { M n ) A ( p =  { t 0, . . .  , tni ^t) ) A j compl j s )  £  oppjp) )  A j s  =  (D , - , p , t ) )
U a ( M n[opp(p) := joppjp),  compljs)),  C a := append jC a , j s u p))))
The postcondition to rule d-end2 appends to the completed transaction list, creates the 
completion in the opposite pa th  and leaves p a th  p  unchanged. The third rule models the 
case in which p a th  p  contains only one queue. In this case, deleting s, deletes the only 
copy of in the  queues of pa th  p so th a t the next newest copy of .91 is the one preserved 
in the previous path.
R u le  K  (d -e n d 3 )  ( M rt) A =  ^  ■ ■ ■ ’^ t ) )  A (compljs) $  oppjp) )  A (s =  (£>, -,p ,Q )
( M n [ oppjp) <r~ appendjoppjp),  compl js)),
C a <- a p p e n d jC ^ j s t i p ) ) ,
P <r- { to . . . t„ )])
The postcondition to rule d-end3 is the same as the postcondition to rule d-end2 except 
the  only copy of in p a th  p is deleted.
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The final three rules for delayed transactions m atch com m itted delayed transactions 
with their completions. The first two rules model the cases in which both the delayed 
transaction and its completion appear in the same path . T he preconditions for bo th  rules 
check th a t th a t st appears in p  and tha t compl(t) appears in pa th  opp(p). In both  cases the 
completion is unchanged because it is moved from one queue to the next in p a th  opp(/j), 
which does not change its location in opp(p). T he first rule models the case in which St is 
not the only copy of s L in path p.
R u le  L (d -c o m p )  R a ( M n ) A ( p  =  {t0 . . .  t n , s t , t n+Y . . .  t m)) A (compl(s) £  oppjp))
( M„ ( p  <— interleavep , s tV 
P <- { s t , t Q. . . t m)])
If .si is not the only copy of sj in p. then deleting st allows the next-newest copy of s£ to 
appear in pa th  p. The next-newest copy of Sj can appear anywhere in path  p  before the 
location of the previous newest copy of s t - As in d-end, the disjunction in the post-conditin 
allows non-determ inistic choice of the next state . The second rule models the case in which 
si  is in the last queue in path  p  and is therefore the last copy of s* in p.
R u le  M  (d -c o m p 2 ) ( ' } A (P =  - /" .* >  **+■■ ■ ■ U )  A. (campl js ) £ oppjp))
K ’ H o ( M n \p <- { t 0 . . . t m)})
In this case, the postcondition simply deletes the last copy of s t and the next-newest copy 
of .Si is either already present in the previous path , or p  was the m aster pa th  for ,9 and 
compl(.s) is kept in opp(p) so th a t s will not be reissued.
T he final two com pletion rules model the cases in which the transaction and its com­
pletion are in queues on different paths. The preconditions to both  rules check tha t st and 
compl(s) have reached the heads of their respective paths. Both rules include postcon­
ditions th a t delete compl(.s) from opp(next(p, 5 )) and append a  new copy of compl(s) to 
opp(p). T he first rule models the case in which o ther copies of s t appear in o ther queues 
in path  p.
R u le  N  (d -c o m p -n e x t)
Tl0 ( Mn ) A (p =  (t0 . . .  t„ , s t )) A (st g  next(p, s ))A
__________ (oppjnexl jp , a)) -  (compl(s t), t’Q . . .  t'n))__________
( M n [ P interleave^ , ss t ) ,
opp(p) append(opp(p), compl(s)),  
opp(next(p,s) )  opp(next(p^ s))[compl(s) <— e]))
Deleting sj from p  allows the next-newest copy of S( to appear somewhere in p a th  p. All 
possible locations of st are considered. T he second rule models the case in which is in 
the only queue in pa th  p.
R u le  O  (d -c o m p -n e x t2 )
( M n ) A (p =  { t 0 . . . t n , s t)) A (s* £  next(p ,s ))  A
__________ (oppjnextjp , is)) =  (compl(st ) , t '0 . . .  Q ) __________
TZa (M n [ opp(p) <- append(oppip) , compl(s)),
opp(next(p, s)) 4— opp(next(p ,s )) \compl(s) <— e]])
In this case, deleting si  from path  p  does not allow a  next-newest copy of St to appear in
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We now define three transition  rules for posted transactions—which are comparatively 
simple. Posted transactions are issued at their m aster agent and simply move through the 
paths until they reach the target agent. The first rule allows posted entries to be created 
if they have not already been created.
R u le  P  (p -b e g in ) ( M n ) A ■$ $  Sa A (p =  P r )  A (a — dw  V (s — f w  A dw  €  .S^)) T^a{Mn \p a p p e n d ( p , s \ S a :=  append[SQ, s)\)
The prcdonondition checks th a t the transaction has not already been issued, th a t pa th  p  
is the Producer p a th  and requires th a t dw is issued before fw.
T he precondition checks the abstract issued significant transaction set, SQ, to ensure 
th a t s hasn’t already been issued. If s has not already been issued, the postcondition 
appends s to p  and adds s  to S a -
The next rule for posted transactions models the movement of a posted transaction 
from one p a th  to the next.
R u le  O f'o-com D lete') _______ ?___  ^^ n  ^ A ^  ~  ' ' '  n^ ’ _____________ i- ^ ^  ' 7Za ( M n\p <— {io ■ ■ ■ tn) > next(p) <— append{next(p), s)))
T he precondition checks th a t posted transaction s has reached the head of pa th  p. The 
postcondition deletes s  from pa th  p  and appends it to next(p).
The final posted transaction  rule ends a  posted transaction th a t has reached the head 
of its destination path.
"Rulp Ti (r\ ^ct ( M n ) A p  — |tp .. . tn , s) A s — (P , p)
(P -e n d ) K a ( M n \ p < - { t o . . . t n) , C a <- append(Ca , s)\)
T he precondition checks that s has readied the head of pa th  p and that s is addressed to 
p a th  p. The postcondition removes s from pand appends it to Ca .
The last rule, noop, introduces a convinient way to model s tu ttering  through repeated 
noops in  the abstract state.
R u le  S (n o o p )
A producer/consum er trace from PCI>i is a finite set of external states related  by 
applications of rules from <50. We say tha t the the i th  s ta te  in a trace, Mi,  is equal to
i applications of rules from Sa. We write the application o f rule E  to transaction s in 
pa th  p  of s ta te  Mi  as 8f;(j>,s,Mi)  so th a t Mi + 1 =  6 e(p ,  s, M{)  for any p, s or rule E.  A 
producer/consum er trace of PCI.4 , a  a,  is a  finite sequence of M t s starting  with the initial 
abstract s ta te  M q .
a  A =  M a, . . . M n
A bstract sta te  M q is the  abstract s ta te  in which all paths in M  are empty. A bstract s ta te  
M n is the abstract s ta te  in which the Consumer D ata read transaction  has completed at 
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Inductive Hypothesis Inductive Step
Figure  3: O u tlin e  of p ro o f th a t  P C I is a  refinem en t o f P C I a -
4  P C I  i s  a  R e f i n e m e n t  o f  P C I ^
Wc need to show that the  following relationship holds:
V<r € PCI. { * = { M o i N o ) > ( M u N l ) i {M2i N 2) . . . ( M n i N n)
=> 3<j a  £  PCIyt.(ta — Mo, M i ,  M 2 . ■. M n}
where each M t in a  is created by applying the abstraction m apping to  concrete s ta te  M  for 
a  particu lar instance of the producer/consum er property. The relationship will be shown 
by induction on the length of a . I11 the concrete trace, we will assume fairness  for signifi­
cant transactions. More spccificaly, wc assume that each significant transaction is always 
evcntualy affectcd by the post-condition of a  rule. This assum ption avoids infinite noop 
transitions in the abstract s ta te  space and is justified by the liveness results from [CSZ97] 
which clarify the conditions under which a PCI transaction may be assumed to always 
eventualy complete.
The proof is outlined in figure 3. The concrete trace is shown on the top of the figure 
while the abstract trace is shown at the  bottom . T he abstract and concrete traces are 
related by the abstraction  m apping, a w .  The basis case is shown on the left and requires 
us to  show th a t the  abstraction  of the  initial concrete s ta te  is equal to the abstract initial 
state. T he inductive hypothesis assumes th a t for any trace of length n, there exists some 
abstract trace of length n  such th a t the abstract and concrete s ta tes are related by the 
abstraction  m apping. T he inductive step requires is to show th a t for every application of 
every concrete rule, there exists an application of an abstract rule such that the abstraction 
of the next concrete sta te  equals the next abstract state. We now give the inductive proof 
the P C I is a refinement of PC Ti in more detail.
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4.1 Basis Case
We show th a t the abstraction of the initial concrete state, M' —
is equal to the abstract initial sta te , Mq. Recall that neither Nq nor Mq contain any 
transactions. Since txj only removes transactions from Nq, we conclude th a t the abstraction 
of Nq does not contain any transactions either. The paths in M '  and Mq are the same for 
a  given instance of producer/consum er, and neither contain any transactions, so we have 
th a t Mq -  a  i [i}>m  , t m  , iV0 , Mq ).
4.2 Inductive Step
Assume th a t for any n,
Von G PCI. { a n =  ( M q. N q)> ( M y , N i ) ,  (M 2 , N 7) • - - ( M n, N n)
3(7An € 'PCIA-OAn ~ Mq,  M\  , M 2 . . . M n]
and show th a t for any concrete rule 5j ,  there exists some abstract rule 8y 1
e P C I .  {o'n =  (MQ, NQ) , ( M y , N 1) , ( M 2,N-2) . . . ( M n, N n) , ( a l ( 6 j ( N n) )>6 j ( N n))
=> 3 a An G V ^A-v'An  =  M0, M y , M 7 . . . M n, Sa { Mn)}
this will be done by showing that for any rule num bered J  acting on any transaction t in 
any queue q of network s ta te  N n, there exists an abstract rule lettered A  acting on some 
pa th  p  and significant transaction 5 such th a t the abstraction  of the next s ta te  created by 
Sj  on N n is equal to the next s ta te  created by 6a on the abstraction of N n .
V J ,q , t>N n.
3 A , p , s .
c*i(6 j ( q , t , N n)) =  ^ (p ,s,Q !/(JV n ))
Note th a t if a / (S j (q ,  t, N n)) — at](Nn) wc chosc 5a to be the noop rule, 6 5 - This 
complicates m atters som ewhat bccausc to show that PCI refines PCI/i in the presence of 
a  noop rule in PCI/\, we m ust show th a t only a finite num ber of noop rules are applied 
in any PCI trace [?]. We can see th a t only finite applications of noop appear in a PCI^ 
producer/consum er trace because we assume th a t a significant transaction  will always 
eventauly be affected by a  rule application.
We give the sub-proofs for each concrete rule applied to  any transaction in  any queue. 
The general approach in cach sub-proof is to identify the applications th a t chage the 
abstraction  of the next state. For each application th a t docs change the abstraction  of the 
next state , we choose an abstract ru le such that:
1 . T he abstrac t rule is enabled if the concrete rule is enabled. Specificaly, if the precon­
dition to the concrete rule is satisfied, then the precondition to the abstract rule is 
satisfied by the abstraction  of the  concrctc state.
2. The postcondition of the abstract rule is equal to the abstraction  of the postcondition 
of the concrete rule.
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In many cases it will be neccesary to consider several abstract rules to cover the effects of 
a single concrete rule.
R u le  1 d -b e g in . Concrete rule d-begin crcates new delayed transactions, b u t not new 
significant delayed transactions. Hencc any transactions appended to an agent by d-begin 
are abstracted  away in the corresponding abstract state . Because d-begin never updates 
the abstract sta te , the corresponding abstract rule for d-begin is Rule S. the noop rule. 
Note th a t  only a  finite num ber of d-begin and corresponding noop transitions are allowed 
bccause we assum e th a t a significant transaction always evcntualy gets a transition.
R u le  2  p -b e g in . Similar to d-begin.
R u le  3 s ig n if ic a n t d -b eg in . Significant d-begin can create a new significant delayed 
transaction. T he precondition to rule 3 checks th a t the soon-to-be created significant 
transaction does not already exist in the significant transaction set. The corresponding 
abstract rule is the abstract d-begin, ride C. T he precondition to rule C checks tha t 
the significant transaction  does not already appear in the abstract significant transaction  
set. T he concrete precondition implies the abstract precondition bccause the significant 
transaction sets are identical.
T he postcondition to rule 3 results in a new concrete state . N in which the new 
significant transaction, .s, is appended to the end of the corresponding agent, a. This 
change modifies the abstraction of the next s ta te  to include s a t the end of the path  
containing a because
V'm (append(s, a ), r.w, M )  =  insert(append(s, a ), t , \ , j )
Insert applies tm  to every transaction in a resulting in the same abstract s ta te  as M n 
with the addition  o f*  to  the end of the p a th  containing a. This new abstract s ta te  is the 
postcondition of nile C. Since the abstraction of the next sta te  of significant-d-begin can 
be duplicated by rules from PCI^i, every next s ta te  created by significant-d-begin has a 
corresponding next s ta te  in PCI.4 .
R u le  4 s ig -p -b e g in . Similar to sig-d-begin.
R u le  5 sw ap . The preconditions for swap check th a t two interchangeable transactions 
are adjacent in a queue. If the transactions are interchangeable, then the  transactions 
arc sw apped in the next state . This rule changes the abstraction of the next sta te  only 
when both  transactions are significant transactions. Suppose tha t t is an insignificant 
transaction, then
insert((£, s), m, t m ) — in se r t( (s ,<),rre, t m )
since t  is replaced with e in bo th  cases.
If swap does involve two significant transactions, .sj ,S2 , then the abstraction  of the 
next s ta te  includes ,Sl and s 2 with their order reversed. We now show th a t any two 
interchangeable significant transactions in sta te  N n can also be interchanged by an abstract 
rule in s ta te  M n. Any posted significant transaction (pd w  or p f w )  can pass any o ther 
transaction except another posted transaction and any delayed transaction ( f r , d r ,d r c  or 
f r c )  or com pletion (cdr or c f r )  can pass any o ther transaction except a posted transaction. 
These correspond to the reorderings possible under the rule swap.
Note th a t the  abstract swap rule does allow reoderings which may not be allowed in 
a corresponding abstract state . For example, suppose a  queue contained a  flag w rite and
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a  (lag read separated by an insignificant posted transaction. The flag read and flag write 
can not pass eachother in the concrete state  because of the intervening posted transaction. 
However, in the abstract sta te  the flag read and w rite are adjacent because the posted 
transaction  is ignored. W ithout the posted transaction in the abstract sta te , the flag 
read and write can pass. We are not concerncd by such spurious reorderings because the 
refinement relation allows the abstract model to include more behaviors than the concrete 
model.
R u le  6  r -d is c a rd . A r-discard transition  updates the abstraction  of the next sta te  
only if a  significant transaction is discarded. D iscarding an insignificant transaction in the 
concrete sta te  does not affect the abstraction of the next sta te  because for any insignificant 
transaction a, tm (o ) =  r,v/() =  £■
The precondition to the discard transition  depend on the presence of an uncom m ited 
delayed transaction or a delayed transaction completion. For significant transactions, the 
abstraction  of this precondition implies the precondition to abstract rule A which allows 
any significant uncom m ited delayed transaction, f r  or dr, or significant delayed transaction 
completion, cdr  or c / r ,  to be dropped at any time.
The abstraction  of the next sta te  created by dropping significant transaction s , is the 
same abstract sta te  w ithout transaction s. The same abstract sta te  is created by the 
postcondition of rule A. Any new abstract sta te  generated by concrete transation  6 can 
be created from the corresponding abstract sta te  by abstract rule A.
R u le  7 d -c o m m it. Com m itting a  transaction on a bus does not neccesarily mean 
tha t the transaction is latched to the next bridge. Rule d-commit models the case in 
which the transaction does not latch to the next bridge, rule 8 models the ease in which 
the transaction  is latched to the next bridge and is handled next.
Suppose th a t N'n =  S- j (q , t ,Nri) for some q and t in N n and th a t the preconditions to 
5-j are met be q and t in sta te  N n. T ransaction t is either an insignificant or significant 
transaction. If  t is not a significant transction, then t j  is replaced by tt in  queue q in sta te  
N'n and cvm(A^) — oiM(Nn) because neither t t  nor ty appear in the abstractions of either 
N n or N'n.
If t  is a significant transaction  s,  then q lies on a significant pa th  p  and the effect of 
&7 on at\,[(N'n) is m irrored by rule D on transaction ,s in p a th  p: 6£>(p, s,  ctxjNn). We first 
observe th a t the precondition to 5o  is satisfied by Rule 5o  requires th a t s j  € p\
which is satisfied because 8-j requires tha t t j  €  q, and we have th a t q €  p  so iPm (q) places 
Sf on p a th  p  in  ct^[Nn.
Next, we show th a t N n) — S D (p , s ,& M N n). Rule on N n replaces t j  w ith
t i  in q. It is a  property  of PC I networks tha t t t €  </ for all queues g7 between q and the 
source of t  [JHM99]. Suppose th a t cf is the queue behind q on the p a th  from the source of 
t to q and th a t q' lies on path  p 1. There are now two cases to consider, (1) p  =  p' and (2) 
p  ±  p ' .
First, let p  =  p \  then  Q1-, N n) places s t behind s j  on path  p  in However,
if we replace the Sf  in q w ith st then the st in q1 is no longer the newest copy of si in  pa th  
p so ipM(qy q‘y6-jNn) no longer contains the copy of s L in q' and the s j  in q is replaced by 
St so tha t only one copy of s L now appears on p a th  p. This effect is captured by Sd  by 
replacing s t in p w ith e  and replacing s j  w ith s t .
Second, suppose p  ^  p' . In  this case, there are no copies of s t in pa th  p  because q is
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the last queue on path  p (otherwise, p =  p ). Replacing s j  w ith .s( in q has no effect on 
S jN n) other than  to replace s j  w ith st in p.  This is because st  in <7 is now the newest 
copy of Sf in p  since the previous newest copy of s t was in q' which lies on a different pa th  
p'.  We again use to model this effect since replacing ,S( in p has no effect on p  bccause 
st & p  and replacing s j  w ith st is exactly the effect of Sj.
R u le  8  d -c o m m it2 . Rule d-commit2 models the case in which the first a ttem pt 
of the transaction on the bus results in its latching to the next bridge. Suppose tha t 
N'n — Sg(q,t, 7V„) and th a t (q , t ,  N n) satisfy the precondition to  If t >s not a significant 
transaction, then a M ^ n  — a M ^ n  because neither ti nor t f  appear in otf^N'n. In thic case, 
the effect of Js on the abstract next s ta te  is mirrored by the noop transition S$-
Next, suppose th a t t is a significant transaction labeled $ and tha t q lies on pa th  p  w ith 
q> =  next(q, t) and q' on path  p'. T he postcondition of transition  <58 appends a copy of Sj 
to </ and replaces s /  in q w ith s^There are two cases to consider: (1) p  — p' and (2) p  p 1.
Case (I): p  — p '. In this case, the effects of on are mirrored by abstract
transition  <5j?(d-commit2). F irst, we observe th a t the preconditions to Se  are satisfied by 
because the preconditions to <5# are equal to  the preconditions to So  the the 
preconditions to 6% are equal to the preconditions to SjW e  have already shown th a t if 
(•s,p,./Vn) satisfy S-j then  (s,p,A fn ) satisfy Sp and we also conclude th a t ( s , p t N n) satisfy 
Se  if ( s , P , N n) satisfy S&.
The postcondition to transition  Sg has two cffects on N^\ q sj] as in transition
^ a n d ,  and next(g,.s) append(next(g, s),i>^). Before 5s the path  abstraction  of q , q' is:
=  Tt0 . . .T tn,TSj,Tt'a . .  .Tt'n
T he p a th  abstraction of q,q' after rig is
=  rto . . .  Ttn,TSh Sf,rt '0
There are two subcases to consider, ( l.a ) s t appears in t Iq . .  . r t n and (1-b) St does not 
appear in rto . . .  r t n . Case (l.a ): if s t appears in r£o • • ■ then replacing s j  in q w ith  st 
creates a  new com m itted copy of s in q. Since ipM keeps only the newest com m itted copy 
of a  transaction in path , the copy of st  in rfo . . .  r t Tl does not appear in p  in a w N ^ .  This 
effect of <$8 on a ^ N „ is m irrored by the first replacem ent, st <— S f ,  in the postcondition 
of Se - A ppending a  new copy of 5/  to q' affects ipM(q,q',Nn) only by adding a  new copy 
of s /  to  p  im m ediatly after .SjThe replacem ent of Sf by s t in q and the addition of s /  to q‘ 
are m irrored by the second replacem ent, Sf <— (Sf ,S t ), in transition  Se .
Case (l.b ): If st does not appear in t<q . . .  r t n , then the effects of 5g on cumN ’n are ^ s 0 
m odeled by Se because the replacem ent of $t by e has no effect on the next abstract state.
Case (2): If p  p' then the  effects of $8 on p  are the same as in case (1). B ut if p  p' 
then the new copy of Sf appened to appears in p ' ra ther than  p as before. These effects 
are mirrored by abstract transition  Sy.  Transition Sy  requires only tha t s j  is a t the head 
of p. S ta te  N n satisfies this precondition because s j  is a t the head of q and q is the last 
queue in  p a th  p (otherwise p =  p') so th a t ipMNn places Sf a t the head of pa th  p. T he first 
effect of on a.M^'n is to  replace Sf in pa th  p w ith s t . Since only the newest copy of s* is 
preserved by V-’AJ) all previous copies of s t in p  do not appear in This is modeled
in Sj?- by replacing w ith e in p  and replacing s t  w ith si. T he second effect of on
is to append a  new copy of 5/  to the end of q ' . In ctMN'ni this placcs a new copy of s j  on 
the end of p a th  p'. This effect is m irrored in 6/? by appending s f  to p ' .
R u le  9 d - la tc h . Let N'n = Srj(q, t, N n) for some queue q and some transaction t and 
suppose th a t (g, f, N n ) satisfy the preconditions to £9 . If t is not a  significant transaction, 
then cum =  a ^  N n because appending a new copy of If to next(r/, t) does not change 
ot\iN'n since neither t nor t j  appear in a^iN'n.
Suppose t is a significant transaction labeled a and that q lies on path  p  in The
efFect of <$9 on is to append a  copy of s /  to the next queue, q', on the path  from q
to the destination of s. Let q' lie on path  p' and we consider the cases ( 1) p  — p' and (2) 
p ±  p'.
In case (1), the effect of <S9 on is duplicated by P C I4 rule d-latch: 5 a(p , t , o^/iV„).
F irst, we show th a t a.wNn  satisfies the  preconditions to Sq  if (q,<,jVn ) satisfies the pre­
conditions to  £9. T he precondition to &q includes four clauses:
• si  G p: Satisfied becuase t t €  q and ipM(q, N n) places all significant transactions from 
q on path  p— including s t .
•  s  £  next(p, s): Because (q, tyN n) satisfy the preconditions to 5g, neither t t nor t f  
appear in next(<j,tf). Since t  £  next(<j,£), t  is also not a m em ber of any other queue 
from q to the destination of t [JHM99] and N n) for all queues q" betwen q 
and the destination of I does not place any copies of .s in next(p,.s).
• compl(^) ^  opp(p): Because (q ^ A ^ ) satisfy the preconditions to (59, compl(i) g  
°PP(<?)- Since compl(i) g  opp(g), compl(t) does not appear anywhere in the net­
work [JHM99] and , N n) for all q" in opp(p) does not place a  copy of compl(t) 
in opp(p).
•  compl(Z) ^  opp(next(p)): Same arguem ent as compl(i) ^  opp(p).
Next, we show th a t c x m — 5g(p, s, ocMNn)- Rule <5g places a now copy of s j  in next(g, s), 
so th a t V > K )  ls
i> M (q ,q \Nn)  -  TtQ.. .T tn ,TSl,TSf,Tt'0 . ..Tt'n
which changes p  by placing a new copy of .sj  im m ediatly following s t because q and q' both  
on p a th  p. This effect is duplicatied in 5g by replacing S{ w ith in p. Rule £9 makes 
no other changes to N n so for case (1) we have th a t a m N^l — Sc{p,  s yotMNn)
Next, wc consider case (2). If  p  ^  p' then <5g placcs a  new copy of s j  in p ' , the next 
pa th  after pa th  p, in a ^ N ^ .  This effect on is duplicated by PC I^  rule d-latch-path:
<5//(p,5 , o>MNn). F irst, we show that if (q> t ,Nn) satisfies the preconditions to 5g, then 
(p , s , a \ j N n) satisfies the preconditions to 6jj. The first condition, p  — ..  , t n>S f , is 
satisfied because s j  is a t the head of the last queue in path  p. T ransaction .sj  is a t the 
head of q because ( q , s , N n) satisfies the preconditions to 69, and q is the last queue in 
p  because next(<7, s) is on path  p 1 and p  ^  p' . Since s j  is a t the head of the last queue 
in p, -0A-/ (<!-, N n ) places s j  a t the head of p. T he other three preconditions to  5fj are 
identical to the last three preconditions to Sh and are similarly satisfied. Next, we show 
th a t at^iN^ — f>c(p, s, c*xiNn). Rule 69 places a  new copy of .sy in ncxt(g, .s), so th a t 
is
1pM (q, q', N' , ) =  Tt0 ■ ■ ■ Tin, TSt , TSf , Tt'0 . . . Tt’n
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as before. However, since p  ^  p' the new copy of .s j  in q' now appears at the end of pa th  p1. 
This effect is duplicated in by appending s j  to p' . Rule <$9 makes no other changes to N n 
so for case (2) we have tha t clmN^ — &H{p,s,otMNn) and for any iV'( — 8§{q, t ) N n) there 
exists a PC I/t rule <5X such th a t cimN^ — 3x(p> s , a M N n) for some path  p  and significant 
transaction s.
R u le  10 d -e n d . Suppose tha t N „ ~  <5io(<7, t,  N n ) for transaction t in queue q and that 
(q, L,Nn ) satisfied the preconditions to <$io- T ransition  £10 appends the completion of t to 
the end of the opposite queue. If D ( a , b , l )  is not a  significant transaction, then compl(i) 
is also not a significant transaction and neither i nor coinpl(t) appear in the abstraction  
of the next sta te  so th a t = aM ^n -
Next, suppose t is a significant transaction with completion com pl(t), labeled .s and 
compl(,s), and th a t q lies on significant p a th  p. In this case, compl(i) appears in opp(p) in 
cum{N^) . T he P C I4  d-end rules (I, J or K) m irror the effect of tfioon ctM(N'n). F irst, we 
show th a t N n) satisfies the preconditions to 5; ,S jor Sk  assum ing th a t (q , t , N n)
satisfies the precondition to 5io. The preconditions £/,<Sjand Sk  share the same three 
clauses:
•  p  =  t o , .. , t n ,s t .  In N n, si a t the head of q , which is the last queue on 011 p a th  from the 
source of st to the target of st  (otherwise, address(s) 7  ^ 7). Therefore tp^{ (s i ,q ,Nn) 
places st a t the head of pa th  p .
•  com pl(s) ^  opp(p): Because s appears in queue q with s addressed to  q, and the 
completion does not appear in the opposite q, then completion of s does not appear 
anywhere in the network [JHM99]. The abstraction  function never adds transactions, 
so com pl(s) does not appear in M n either -including path  opp(p).
•  addr( s)  — p: s is addressed to queue q in N n and q lies on p a th  p, so s is addressed 
to p a th  p in the abstraction of N n.
Having shown th a t the preconditions to 5j ,Sj  and S% are satisfied by a ^ f N n> we now show 
th a t for every potentialy created by <5io, a t least one of Sj,S; or 5k  applied to
a M ^ n  results in a  new abstract sta te  equal to axiN^.  Transition <$10 has three effects on 
N^- first, in q is deleted, sccond, st is added to C  and th ird , compl(i) is appended to 
°PP(?)’ Let (?/ — prev(<7, s) w ith  q1 lying on p a th  p \  and consider two cases: (I) p =  p 'and  
(2 ) p 7  ^p '. In each case, appending st to C  is m irrored by appending s £ to C a . T he other 
two effects on ocmN^ are different in each case.
Case (1): p =  p ' . W ithin case (1), there are two additional subcases: ( l.a ) q =  Sj. and 
( l.b ) q — t o , . .. , t n ,St . In subcase ( l.a ) , Si is the only transaction in in q and SfSuppose 
th a t St is a t the head of q ' . The path  abstraction  of q,q' in state  N n is:
=  rt'0 ..  . r l rn ,Ts'h TSt
which includes only one copy of 51 in p bccausc only the newest com m itted copy of s is kept 
in ipMNn . T ransition  <5io deletes St from q which under ipM, reults in p a th p  w ith the same 
transactions because the s j ’ in q' is now the next newest copy of sj. However, transition  6 10 
also appends a  new copy of compl(i) on oppfr/) which changes the path  abstraction  of opp(p) 
by appending compl(rf) on opp(p). These effects are mirrored by abstract transaction  Sk- 





q ’ -  p rev  (q,s) q q ”  =  nex t (q,s)
F igu re  4: R ela tive  lo ca tio n s  of q , q' and  q".
Next, consider subcase ( l b )  in which q — ( i i , . . .  , t n ,St) and q' =  (t\  . . .  s t). The 
p a th  pabstraction  of q,q' in s ta te  N n is:
^M(<l>q',Nn) =  Tt'0 . . .Tt'n i Ts't ,T to . .  .T tnyTSt
This time, deleting .st from q changes rA  A^,)
$ M { q , q \ N ' n) =  Tt'0 . . .Tt 'T„Ts[ ,Tto  . . . T t n
to include St after the transactions th a t appear in t Iq . . .  r t n . However, since queue bound­
aries are ignored in the abstrac t transition th a t m irrors this concrete transition 
does not “know” which transaction  to place Si behind in p  in the next state. Conse­
quently, abstract transisition  6j considers all interleavings of s t in the transactions in the 
next s ta te  of p. The second effect of Jio on is to append a  compl(^) to the end of 
°pp(p)- This effect of <5io is m irrored by 8j by also appending compl(.s) to opp(p). Also, 
ab strac t transition  <5/ covers the related subcases where q =  (s t ) or q — (to, . . .  , t n ,St) and 
q1 =  (tj . . .  t[, S(, tj+ i , .. • tn ) because queue boundaries are lost in a ^ t ^ n  an^ once again Sj  
does not “know” beforehand where to place st  in the next s ta te  of pa th  p.
Case (2): p  ^  p ' . If  p ^  p/ then q is the  last queue in path  p. If q is the last queue 
in p a th  p , then deleting st from q removes the last copy of St in p  and the  only effects of 
<5io are to remove s t from p  and to  append compl(^) to  opp(p). Both of these effects are 
m irrored in  the  postcondition to ab strac t rule 6j .
R u le  11 d -co m p . Suppose th a t (q,t, N n) satisfy the precondition to J u
q =  (U . . .  in , D(a,  b, t))  A C(a,  b, / )  €  opp(next(g, D (a ,  b, t)))
D(a ,b ,  t) is either a  significant or an insignificant transaction. IfD (a,fc, £) is not a  significant 
transaction, then the abstraction  of the  next state , a s f ( N ^ ) } is equal to the abstraction 
of N n because neither D ( a , 6 , i) nor its completion appear in either abstract state. In this 
ease, the abstract noop rule, <5.?, m irrors the effect of d-comp on o;al (N^) .
If D ( a , b , t )  is a  significant transaction l labeled .sL, then q lies on a  significant path , p, 
and ctM(Nn)  ^  o t \ f (N n). Let q' — prev(q, si)  and q" — nex t(q, st)  w ith q' on path  p' and q" 
on p a th  p". Figure 4 depicts the relative locations of q, q' and q". In the figure, q contains 
a copy of Si as does q' and q" contains a copy of compl(i). O ther transactions th a t might 
appear in the queues are om m itted  for clarity. There are four cases to consider, and four 
ab strac t transitions (<5l, S y  and Sq ) will be used to m irror the effects of each of the 
four cases.
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First, suppose p = p' =  p", in this ease wc use abstract rule L. To use &i we need to 
show th a t a M [N n) satisfies the preconditions to rule L given th a t p — p' — p" and Nn 
satisfies the preconditions to hi- There are two preconditions to 5i~.
• p  =  (to . . .  ti+ i j . . .  , t n)\ Since t t G <7 and q G p, the path  abstraction  function 
tpM places ti on path  p.
• compl(tf) G opp(p): Since compl(t )  G opp(<j) and opp(g) G opp(p), the pa th  abstrac­
tion function also places com pl(i) on path  opp(p).
T ransition J n  creates N„ by updating  the s ta te  of N n in three ways which affect the 
abstract s ta te  and are m irrored by abstract transition  5^. F irst, q q[tt <— e]. Suppose 
th a t in s ta te  N n , we have:
q' =  (*o, - - ■ *< + !»■ - -in)
Q (io ) ■ ■ ■ T^l 1 Si )
_  (r(fo ), ■ ■ ■ 7-(<'),r(5;),r(^+1) , . . . r ( t ' n)) 
( r ( t o ) , . . . T ( t n) , T ( s t ))
which elim inates s[ because si in q is a newer copy of the com m itted transaction s. However, 
in s ta te  N'n transaction st in q is deleted and s't in q' becomes the newest copy of the 
com m itted transaction s. The abstraction of these two queues is now:
(T(io)> ■ - - t (^l))
in which the transactions t(<'£+1), . . .  T(f.'n))(r(£o), - ■ ■ T(^n) now appear before s[ in the 
abstraction  of because s[ is now the newest com m itted copy of s. However, when 5i  
is applied to the abstraction of N nt we do not know a priori which transactions should 
appear before s[ so in the next abstract sta te , M'n) we must consider all interleavings of 
s[ in the transactions behind Sj in M n. One of these interleavings will m atch the actual 
location of s t in a M (N ' l ). The other two afreets of <$n on N n move the completion from 
the front of opp(y") to the opp(<?). These changes have no affect on czm(N^) because q 
and q" are on the same p a th  and moving a transaction from the head of one queue to the 
tail of the next in the same path  has 110 affect of the abstract state.
Next, suppose p — p" ^  p ' or the previous queue is on a different pa th  and q and 
the next queue are on the same path. This case is m irrored by abstract transition  5m  
(d-comp2 ). The preconditions to 5m  are satisfied by q m  N n because the  preconditions to 
6\ j  are the same as the preconditions to 5 i .  However, iu th is case the postcondition is 
different because the next newest significant transaction now appears in pa th  p in a m (N ’n) 
because st was in the last queue in pa th  p (otherwise, the previous queue q1 would be on 
the same pa th  as q). Transition <5a/ m irrors this effect on ctMN'n by removing s< from p.
We now consider the case th a t p  =  p' ^  p" or the previous and current queues are 
011 the same path , but the next queue is on the next path. In this case we use rule N 
(d-com p-next) to m irror the changes in the abstract s ta te  space. F irst, we show th a t the 
abstraction  of N n satisfies the preconditions to 5yv if N n satisfies the precondition to <$n 
and p — p' ^  p" ■
•  p  =  to . . .  t n , S(. Satisfied because st is a t the head of q and q is the last queue in pa th  
p (otherwise, p — p") so V;a/(<J, M )  places s t a t the end of pa th  p.
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• opp(p") — (compl(s),<i . . .  £„). Satisfied because the completion of s t appears a t the 
head of q" and q" appears at the front of pa th  p" {otherwise, p =  p") so i p ^ ( q , M )  
places St a t the front of p".
•  si ^  p" In  a PC I network, if a com pletion appears in a queue, then the transaction 
m atching th a t completion does not appear in the opposite queue [JHM99]. Also, if a 
delayed com m itted transaction does not appear in a queue, then the transaction does 
not appear in any queaies between th a t queue and the destination. This precondition 
is satisfied because the compl(sj) appears in opp(g") so st can not appear in q". Since 
Si £  q", Si is also not in any other queues in  p a th  p" and for all q £  p" 
does not place st  in p".
W hen p  — p' 7^  p", the  changes to m ade by are m irrored by rule N. First,
the copy of st  in q is deleted which moves the next newest copy of st from q to q1 and 
changcs -M)) by allowing the next-newest copy of s t to appear between any
two transactions after in p — as before. Second, the completion of s* moves from opp{</') 
to opp(</) which in  4’M((f \ ' li>M(q,M))  moves the completion from path  opp(p") to pa th  
opp(p). These changes are modeled by J/v which moves the completion for s t from opp(p") 
to opp{p) and allows st  to appear between any two transactions in p.
Finaly, i fp  ^  p' p" then abstract rule 8q (d-comp-next2) m irrors the effects of <Sn on 
a ^ N ^ .  T he preconditions to &o are the same as the  preconditions to 5a- and are satisfied 
by the same arguem ent as for 5^.  In  th is case, <5n deletes the last copy of s t from p  and 
the next-newest copy of s t appears in p a th  p' in  a,\/N'n. P a th  p does not contain any more 
copies of s t because q is the last (and only) queue in p (otherwise p ' — p) and a  queue can 
contain a t m ost one copy of a delayed transaction [JHM99]. T ransition So m irrors this 
effect by deleting s t from p. The movement of the completion by <^ u and So is the same 
as for Sn -
We have shown th a t in all four cases of d-comp, cxm(N^) can be produced from a ^ N n 
by applying an abstract transition  rule.
R u le  12 p -c o m p le te . Suppose th a t {q . t ,Nn) satisfy the precondition to  transition
*12:
(q =  ( i i  . . . t n, P{a,  b, / ) ) )
Suppose P ( a ,b )  is not a significant transaction, then a,\./(Nn) — % (J V ')  because P (a , b) 
does not appear in either state. Next, suppose P { a , b) — s for some significant transaction 
s, then  the application  of S\2 may result in a  new abstract s ta te  if q' — n ex t(<?, s)  lies on a 
different pa th  than  q. Let q lie on pa th  p  and q' lie on p a th  p ' .
First, suppose p — p ', then
q — to • ■ ■ tm  s 
q' =  t'0 . . . t'n
4>M(q,4>M(q' ,M))  = p  =  r M (to) ■ . - T M { t n) , r M ( s ) , T M (t'0) . . . r M (t'n)
T he postcondition to £12 copies .s from the head of q to the tail of q \  which has no effect 
on the path  abstraction  of q, q'
q — ta . . .  t 7l 
q' — s,i'o - . .t'n
il>M(q,4>M(q'iM)) =  p  =  r M(t0) • ■ ■ rM {tn), rM (t'0) . . . r M{t'n)
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Next, suppose p  ^  p' . In this case, abstract transition  5q (p-complete) m irrors the 
effects of S\2 on cym(N^).  F irst, we show th a t the precondition to  transition  Sq is satisfied 
by cx^f(q,t ,Nn) if (q , t , Nn ) satisfied the precondition to rule 12 and p ^  T ransition 5q 
requires th a t p =  t o . . .  tTns  this requirem ent is satisfied because s is a t the head of q , q 
is the last queue in p a th  p  (otherwise, q/ would also be on path  p and p  =  p') and 'ipM 
preserves the order of significant transactions on a pa th  so s is the last transaction on pa th  
P-
Wc now show that the effects of £12 on the abstraction  of the next s ta te  are m irrored 
by Sq on a M ( N n). T ransition <^2 has two effects on Nn :
• q q[s <— e]. This postcondition removes .h from q which also removes 6 from p  in 
the abstract state. A posted transaction may appear in a t most one bridge in any 
network sta te  [JHM99], so removing s from q leaves 110 copies of .s in pa th  p. This 
affect is m irred by p  to . . .  tn in 8q .
• q' =  append(.s, q'). T his postcondition places s  a t the end of q \  which places s at 
the end of p a th  p' in the abstract state. This is because q' is the first queue in p' 
(otherwise, p  — p')  so placing s a t the end of q' places s a t the end of pa th  p'. This 
affect is m irrored by p' =  append(s ,p' )  in 5q .
All changes in a ^ i ^ n )  are m irrored by a rule on ctM(Nn)-, and for all transitions Si on 
N n , some transition Sa exists on a ^ [ ( N n) such that
(^t(-^ra)) =
from which we conclude th a t all PC I^ traces created by some concrete PCI trace can be 
crcated by an application of the  PC I^ transition  rules.
R u le  13 p -e n d . Suppose th a t (q, t ,Mn) satisfy the precondition to transition  £13:
q =  {t\ ■ - • t,u P(a ,  addrcss(g), / ) )
Transition J 13 removes t from q and appends t to the completion list C. If t is not a  sig­
nificant transaction, then a ^ N n because I never appeared in a m N n so removing 
t from N n has no effect on
If t is a significant transaction, labeled s. then the effects of on cy\;N'n are mirrored 
by abstract transition  Sji (p-end). F irst we show th a t the  preconditions to 8r are satis­
fied by ( s ,p ,a tM Nn) if (t , q , N n) satisfy the preconditions to 613. T ransition 6r  has two 
preconditions:
• p  =  to . . .  tn , s: Since s is a t the head of q and q is the last queue in path  p  (otherwise, 
address(g) 7  ^q because P C I transactions can only be addressed to agents [JHM99]), 
'4>M(s,Nn) places s a t the  end of p a th  p.
• s =  (P , _,p): T ransaction ,s is addressed to p  because it is addressed to q and q is the 
address of p.
Transition <^ 3 has two effects on 513 deletes s  from p  and adds s to C a . Transition
<513 deletes 5 from p  because <$13 deletes .s from q and no other copies of s  appear in 
queues contained in p a th  p. T ransition <$13 adds s  to C Q because < 3^ adds s to C  and the 
abstraction of C  retains s because 5 is a significant transaction. Both of these effects are 
m irrored in the postconditions of Sr .
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5  P C I ^  s a t i s f i e s  p r o d u c e r / c o n s u m e r
Flaving shown th a t PC I is a  refinement of PC I/t, we now tu rn  our a tten tion  to showing 
th a t all traces of P C I4 for all PCI^i network topologies satisfy the producer/consum er 
property. F irst, we identify all PCI,i network topologies and second we check all traces in 
each topology.
A P C I .4 network consists of four distinct agents and the paths connecting them. Since 
PC I/i networks are struc tu ra l abstractions of PCI networks and PCI networks are defined 
to satisify certain struc tu ra l properties, PCI/i networks inherit certain  properties th a t make 
identifing all PCTyt networks a relatively simple task. PC I networks are defined to have 
the following properties:
•  A unique path  exists between every pair of agents. This m eans th a t every agents 
in a PC I/i network is connected by one path  to every other agent. This elim inates 
bifurcations and reconvergent splits because reconvergent splits lead to m ultiple paths 
between agents.
• There are no cycles. In P C I4 , the absence o f cycles reduces the num ber of network 
topologies th a t m ust be considered.
Using the properties of PC I networks we have formally proven th a t all PC I networks with 
four unique agents fall into one of three classes of networks. These classes of networks arc 
shown in figure 5. The networks in the figure show only the four agents and abstractions 
of the paths between them. In a  real PC I network, each p a th  can contain an arh itrary  
num ber of bridges and each network can contain an arb itrary  num ber of agents. This proof 
was done using the  PVS theorem  prover and a  theory of undirected graphs based on the 
NASA graph theory library [BS98]. Each class of networks contains an unbounded num ber 
of distinct PC I networks because the paths between any two agents may be arbitrarily  
long and an a rb itra ry  num ber of other agents may appear in any network. However, all 
networks in each class have the same abstraction. This means th a t we can check the 
canonical abstract network for each class and effectively check all concrete networks in the 
class. By so doing, we can check all concrete network topologies w ith four cases.
We checked th a t all PC I^ traces satisfy the producer/consum er property using an 
explicit s ta te  ennum eration model checker. The PCI,i rules were encoded as they appear 
in this report. Recall tha t in P C I^ , a  list of completed transactions is kept to track the
F igure  5: T h ree  classes of p ro d u ce r/c o n su m c r P C I netw orks.
F ig u re  6: E xecu tion  tim es and  s ta te s  reached  to  check p ro d u ce r/c o n su m e r for P C I^













order in which transactions were completed. The producer/consum er property  was checkcd 
using to following predicate on the com pletion list
fu n  p roducer_consum er (c o m p l_ lis t )  =
i f  (member ( d r c , c o m p l_ l i s t ) ) th e n  (member (dw, s u f f ix  ( d r c ,c o m p l_ l i s t ) ) 
o r e l s e
(n o t (member (fw , s u f f ix  ( f r c , c o m p l_ l i s t ) ) ) ) )
The predicate reads liif the DRC transaction has completed, then either the DW  transaction 
has already completed or the FRC transaction completed before the FW  transaction .” 
The three unique producer/consum er topologies were each verified and no violations of 
producer/consum cr were found. T he run tim es and num ber of states reached for each 
topology are sum m arized in table 5.
6  D i s c u s s i o n
M odel checking PCI/i has several advantages over model checking PC I. F irst, P C I^  has 
fewer states. This means th a t FC Ti can be checked in less time and space than  PCI. 
We checked P C I4 using an uncompiled MoscowML model checker while we checker PCI 
using the SPIN model checker. The execution times for the m ost closely related cases 
are nearly the same. Second, P C I ,4 results can be generalized to arb itrary  PC I networks 
w ith arb itra ry  transactions. Due to capacity constraints, we lim ited our previous PCI 
models to ignore extraneous transactions, agents and bridges. We do not model extraneous 
transactions, agents and bridges in P C I^ , b u t we model their potential affects and have a 
proof th a t PC I is a  refinement of P C I^ .
W hile the abstraction  was generated and validated by hand, the technique sure worked 
well in this case. Tools based on this approach may appear in the future. Specificaly, tools 
for doing the abstraction proof and tools for a  rule-based safety property  model checker 
th a t has an expressive input language.
T he model of PC I and P C I^  used for the bulk of this report concentrate on the PC I 
protocol w ith the completion stealing fix proposed by Corella [Cor96], I t  is interesting 
to consider how our abstraction  m ethod would have dealt with com pletion stealing in 
the presence of anonymous completions—completions w ithout local m aster IDs added by 
Corella. T he presence of anonymous completions in PCI forces the possible inclusion of 
completions between any two transactions in P C I ,4 because extraneous completions not 
addressed to either of the producer/consum er m aster agents can not be filtered out by 
the abstra tion . Additionaly, in P C I^  any significant com m itted delayed transaction  m ust
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F igure  7: E x ecu tio n  tim es, s ta te s  checked and  e rro r d e p th s  for a  m odel of P C I^  th a t  allows
com pletion  s tea ling
Config. C P U  T im e S ta te s D ep th
A 3.59 sec. 68 22
B 3.58 see. 59 17
C 2.77 sec. 64 18
T otal 9.95 sec. 181
be allowed to complete w ith any completion th a t appears in an opposite path . These two 
modifications to P C I4  add a significant num ber of sta tes because an anonymous completion 
may appear a t any tim e between any two transactions. In this model of PC I^ , the initial 
sta te  has over 200 next states. Such a model is clearly beyond the capacity of our toy 
MoscowML model checker which can check only 45 sta tes per second in a m odel w ith ju st 
over a  thousand states. Even worse, our im plem entation slows linearly w ith the num ber 
of next states.
We m ade several reductions to the inclusion and m odeling of anonymous transactions 
to bring our abstract model w ithin the capacity of our model checker while still allowing 
com pletion stealing.
•  Anonymous completions can only be added after the flag read has completed at 
the flag address. This simplification delays the sta te  explosion related to anonymous 
completions until after the flad read has been completed. If the flag read has not com­
pleted before the da ta  read completes, then the preconditions to producer/consum er 
are violated and the  producer/consum er property is trivialy true regardless of the 
value returned  by the d a ta  read.
•  Anonymous completions are neither reordered nor deleted. This sim plification signif­
icantly reduces the num ber of next states for a given state.
•  Anonymous completions are added only a t the begining and end of a  path .
W ith these reductions, we are able to find a violation of the producer/consum er property 
in all three network classes in the abstract model. T he violations were found in under
30 seconds and produced error traces of less than  25 states. W hile the trace inclusion 
refinement presented here does not imply tha t a  violation in PC I^  implies a violation in 
PCI, the PC I/i error traces suggest corresponding PC I execution traces th a t violate the 
producer/consum er property. The tim e required to find a  violation and the depth  of each 
violation are sum m arized in table 6 .
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